FREAK PATENTS THAT HAVE COME IN WITH THE AEROPANE

Would-Be Inventors Keep the Department at Washington Busy With Schemes hat Sound Flighty.

The patent office seems to attract the attention of inventors like a magnet. The public is always interested in the latest scientific discovery, and when a new invention is reported, it is natural that people should want to obtain patents for their ideas. The patent office is therefore kept busy with applications for patents, and the inventors are always looking for ways to improve their inventions. The article mentions a few examples of such inventions, including one that involves a solar panel and another that involves a steam engine. It also mentions a case where the patent was granted to a company that owned a monopoly over the invention. The article concludes by reminding readers that the patent office is always open to new ideas, and that anyone can apply for a patent if they have an invention that is new, useful, and non-obvious.